
● Results of categorical perception tasks demonstrated that PWS had shallower 
slopes than did PWNS, potentially indicating less stable phoneme 
representation in PWS

● PWNS performed significantly better than PWS on Pitch Discrimination 
across the board

● PWS performed worse than PWNS on Duration Discrimination as difficulty 
increased

● Even considering results that were not statistically significant, all group 
differences trended in the same direction, indicating less robust auditory 
processing in PWS generally (compared to PWNS), rather than being related 
to a specific cue dimension

● In PWS, 55% of the variation in stuttering severity was predicted by 
performance on Ba-Da, Deer-Tier, and Duration AX tasks

1. Introduction
While people who stutter (PWS) produce speech differently from people 
who do not stutter (PWNS), do they also process speech (or other sounds) 
differently as well?

Do PWS differ from PWNS in how they process different types of 
(speech and non-speech) sound?

And does this differ based on pitch- (spectral) or time-based 
(temporal) cues?

Conflicting findings
Neef et al. (2012)3 found that PWS had shallower categorical 
perception slopes than PWNS, representing less stable speech 
sound representations
Bakhtiar et al. (2021)5 did not find group differences between 
PWS and PWNS

2. Methods

Auditory Processing of Speech and 
Non-Speech in People who Stutter

It does appear that people who stutter 
process sound differently than people who
do not stutter3. Results

4. Discussion

References

● n = 51 (23 PWS; 28 PWNS, based on stuttering self-report questionnaire)
Experimental tasks by condition, cue dimension, and stimulus

Procedure

● PWS have been shown to have worse rhythm discrimination ability than PWNS1,2, 
and may also have different categorical perception ability3.

● Categorical perception is the phenomenon that occurs when the varying acoustic 
signals of speech sounds are mapped into discrete cognitive groups4.
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Stimuli
• Deer-Tier: 7-step continuum differing in 

voice onset time 
• Ba-Da: 7-step continuum differing in F2 

frequency
• Duration Discrimination: white noise bursts 

from 200 to 260 ms in 5 ms intervals
• Pitch Discrimination: pure tones differing by 

1%, 2%, and 3% from 500, 750, 1000, and 1500 
Hz

Categorical Perception Tasks Discrimination Tasks

Listen to audio token
“Does this sound like a ‘ba’ or a ‘da?’”
Select using keyboard button press
105 trials per continuum

7 continuum steps x 15 trials each

Listen to 2 audio tokens
“Were both sounds the same or 
different?”
Select “Same” or “Different” using 
button press
Pitch: 120 trials
Duration: 240 trials

p = .01 MeanPWNS = -3.41 
t = -2.6 MeanPWS = -2.66

p = .06 MeanPWNS = -2.43   
t = -1.9 MeanPWS = -1.91

No significant main effect of group (p = .40)
Main effect of block (p < .001)
Significant group*block interaction (p = .046) 

Main effect of group (p = .01)
Main effect of block (p < .001)
Interaction approaching significance (p = .078) 

For PWS, the model with Deer-Tier (p = .04), Ba-Da (p = .007), and Duration 
AX (p = .005) performance predicted ~55% of the variation in severity (R2 = .546)

Interestingly, Pitch AX (p = .007) was the only variable to significantly predict 
severity across the entire sample (PWS & PWNS, R2 = .20)
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